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We thank Carlson for her interest and thoughtful comments1

regarding our exploratory study, “Assessing relatives’ readiness for
hereditary cancer cascade genetic testing.”2 We agree with
Carlson that cascade genetic testing is an important but often
challenging topic to study. Carlson notes several limitations of our
study methods, acknowledged in our article, which we are happy
to discuss in greater detail.
First, our decision to primarily recruit participants using social

media and advocacy groups rather than a clinic-based approach
was driven by our interest in working with a diverse and engaged
population of individuals with hereditary predisposition to cancer,
to replicate other successful hereditary cancer research recruit-
ment approaches,3 and to do so in a way that would be feasible
and efficient given our study’s resource constraints. Studies of
cascade genetic testing have primarily recruited clinical patient
populations, which also have limitations regarding representa-
tiveness. Carlson notes that our recruitment approach may have
created a “highly motivated sample, unreflective of families that
decline to engage”;1 however, our results demonstrate commu-
nication and cascade testing outcomes comparable to studies
from primarily clinic-based populations. These results suggest that
processes in families of social media–based patients may not be
meaningfully different from families of clinic-based patients. The
opportunity to leverage social media recruitment was a way to
increase access for participants to engage in research; promote
anonymity, thus decreasing barriers such as formal informed
consent and medical record release authorizations; and to reach
populations that may have otherwise been unable to participate
via clinic-based recruitment.
We acknowledged in the limitations section that there were

relevant data not collected in our survey including additional
participant and relative characteristics (age, cancer history, etc.). As
stated, anonymity and minimizing data entry burden on
participants were important considerations when designing our
study given the limited resources available to compensate
participants for their time and effort, and in an effort to collect
the minimum necessary data to answer our primary research
question. We welcome opportunities for collaboration with
Carlson and others to expand upon this initial exploratory work
and to address these data gaps in future research.
We agree with Carlson that there are relevant limitations when

considering information about relatives that are reported by
study participants, which we also acknowledged in the article.
Carlson specifically mentions the possibility of social desirability
bias, which we agree can be present in any research study that
relies on self-report whereby participants have an emotional
investment or experience stigma. We reduced this bias in our
study through anonymity of responses and lack of direct
engagement with an interviewer or researcher when completing
the electronic survey. We also agree that recall bias is relevant to
all studies whereby a participant is asked to report on past
events, and family communication (or lack thereof) may also
be remembered or understood differently by relatives.4 These

potential sources of bias, relevant in studies of reported family
communication and cascade genetic testing, are not unique to
our study.
Finally, Carlson makes several points about the use of the

transtheoretical model that we appreciate the opportunity to
discuss. As was outlined in the discussion section of the article,
there are many studies that have characterized determinants,
barriers, and facilitators that exist within both the family
communication and cascade genetic testing processes. Reasses-
sing previously described factors known to influence cascade
testing was not the aim of our study. We sought instead to explore
the population of living, untested, at-risk relatives, particularly
those aware of the hereditary cancer risk in the family, to see if
there were different stages of cascade testing readiness present.
We argue that completing cascade genetic testing is a behavior,

similar to other health behaviors like mammography, where an
action can be observed. In contrast, a decision or intention to have
testing does not necessarily cause or result in completed genetic
testing. A strength of the transtheoretical model is that it is a
theory of behavior change, unlike some other behavioral science
theories that focus on prediction of possible future behavior.5 We
explained in our materials and methods section that in using the
transtheoretical model as the framework for the study, the survey
questions of readiness align with timing in the theory’s stages of
change construct. Carlson raised concerns about the utility of
measuring stage of change, or readiness, of relatives in relation to
the length of time since they first became aware of the genetic
testing results in the family. Between initial awareness (precon-
templation) and completion of the behavior (action), individuals
may move between stages of change often in a nonlinear fashion.
The amount of time any individual spends between precontem-
plation and ultimately reaching the action stage, if at all, is not
predefined. Because our survey was only distributed once, we
acknowledged that the stage of change distribution of relatives
only represents one point in time; however, we view this baseline
distribution of the living, at-risk, untested population as a starting
point for further research.
A core assumption of the transtheoretical model is that no

single model, including the transtheoretical model, accounts for all
complexities of behavior change.5 By using the model as a
framework for our study we did not intend to suggest that this is
the only explanation or theory for understanding the cascade
testing process. We agree with the article Carlson cited by
Armitage6 in that components and uses of the transtheoretical
model may be valuable especially using the stages of change for
audience segmentation, and studying the processes of change,
decisional balance, and self-efficacy. There are numerous oppor-
tunities for future research to improve our understanding of
cascade testing decision-making and to use various behavioral
science theories to inform interventions and programs to support
families. We appreciate the opportunity to expand the discussion
of our study, which we hope serves as one of many ongoing and
future efforts to better understand how individuals move from
initial awareness of hereditary cancer risk in the family to cascade
genetic testing.
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